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Exact sequences of Mayer-Vietoris types are the principal tools in K- and L-theoretic omputa- 
tions for groups admitting raph of groups structures. A mild extension of Cappell's results on 
Mayer-Vietoris sequences in L-theory is used here to prove that if 7t is the fundamental group of 
a locally finite graph of f.g. free abelian groups, then ~,(K(~z, 1)) =0. Here ~,(X) is the 'unitary 
Whitehead group', which agrees with ~Top(X) if X is a manifold. Group actions motivate this 
work: many aspherical manifolds possessing effective toral actions have fundamental groups of 
this type. 
Introduction 
The functors considered in K-theory and L-theory only occasionally have the ex- 
cision property which leads to Mayer-Vietoris equences applicable to groups 
=A *cB (a free product with amalgamations) or ~-A  *c (an HNN construc- 
tion). This paper extends a result of Cappell's and shows that excision holds in L- 
theory for splittings of groups ~z which are fundamental groups of graphs of finitely 
generated free abelian groups. 
Wall identified the obstructions to excision in L-theory for a given triad of groups 
with the obstructions to the topological problem of splitting a compact manifold 
M n along a two-sided codimension-one submanifold N n-l,  where (M, N) realizes 
that triad of groups in their fundamental groups [15, Chapter 11]. Cappell [1-4] 
analyzed the splitting problem for compact manifolds and described the obstruction 
group for splitting as a direct sum of a Whitehead group contribution and an exotic 
L-functor, the 'unitary nilpotent group' UNil,(-). Cappell's algebraic results on 
Mayer-Vietoris equences in L-theory depend on geometric arguments with com- 
pact manifolds, so they apply only to graphs of finitely presented groups. (We use 
Serre's terminology of graphs of groups (G, ~g ), following [11] and especially the 
topological treatments [10] and [13]. Here G is a locally finite graph and ~ is a func- 
tor associating to each vertex o of G a group fg(v), to each edge e a group ~(e), 
and to each meeting of an edge e and a vertex o an inclusion fg(e)~ ~(o). The data 
of (G, ff ) may be used to build an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G, fg ) by pasting 
together spaces K(fg(o),l) and K( ~ (e), l) x [0,1] ; the fundamental group re= 
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nI(G, ~)  of the graph of groups (G, ~ ) is the fundamental group of the space 
K(G, ~ ). (G, ~ ) is a 'graph of finitely presented groups' if each vertex or edge group 
is finitely presented.) Many finitely presented groups zt admit graph of groups struc- 
tures in which some edge or vertex groups may fail to be finitely presented - this 
situation is often met if zt admits an epimorphism to the infinite cyclic group (which 
induces an HNN construction for zr with the kernel of the epimorphism as both 
vertex and edge group - a 'twisted Laurent extension') since the kernel of such a 
homomorphism is seldom finitely presented. The algebraic theory of surgery found 
in Ranicki's work (see [8,9], and further references in [9]) is expected to lead to ex- 
tensions of Cappell's results omitting finite-presentation hypotheses. [8], an 
algebraic treatment of the L-theory of twisted Laurent extensions i an instance of 
such an extended result which has already proved useful (see [6] and [12]). 
The main lemma of Section 1 below is an extension of Cappell's decomposition 
L,, + 1 (~)  ~ Hn (7//2; I) ~ UNiln + 1 (~) 
of the L-groups of a triad ~ of groups or groupoids. In Section 2 the homotopical 
formulation of the Sullivan-Wall long exact sequence of surgery is reviewed. This 
reformulation of surgery theory has been applied in proofs of vanishing results for 
the structure set STOP(-) of topological surgery and extends STOP(-) (which is 
defined for manifolds) to a 'unitary Whitehead group' S¢,(-) defined for arbitrary 
CW-complexes. It has been conjectured that ~,(K(rt, 1))=0 for a large class of 
groups (this includes the strongest version of the 'Novikov conjecture'), and Section 
3 of the present paper proves such a vanishing theorem if rt = rtl (G, ~g ) is the fun- 
damental group of a graph of finitely generated free abelian groups. Such a group 
re may have many different splittings (e.g. each edge of the graph G gives a splitting 
of rr); the vanishing theorem for So,(-) proved here implies that all the Unil,  groups 
associated to these splittings are also zero. 
Some of the groups which appear as fundamental groups of graphs of finitely 
generated free abelian groups are of geometric interest: many aspherical manifolds 
possessing effective torus actions have fundamental groups of this sort. 
'Surgery' in this paper refers to 'surgery up to simple homotopy equivalence' and 
the groups L s and Unil], are denoted by L ,  and Unil,,  respectively. In the applica- 
tion made here all the Whitehead groups vanish (by Waldhausen's work [14]) and 
no distinction eeds to be made between homotopy and simple homotopy. 
1. Mayer-Vietoris sequences 
Cappell's splitting theorems for compact manifolds yield Mayer-Vietoris e- 
quences for the L-theory of fundamental groups of finite graphs of finitely pre- 
sented groups. This section extends Cappell's results to a larger class of groups, 
those which are well-approximated by groups in Cappell's class. 
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Definition. Let 7[ = 711(G, ~)  be the fundamental group of a graph of groups. 
(a) (G, i f)  is of f inite type if G is a finite graph and if each vertex group ~ (o) 
and each edge group ~g(e) is finitely presented. 
(b) (G, ff ) is of approximately finite type if rE is the direct limit of groups 
7[l(G',~') where (G' , f f ' )  is of finite type and where the bonding maps 
7[1 (G', ff ') ~ 7[i (G", ~g") and the limit maps 711 (G', ~ ') ~ 7[ 1 (G~ ~ ) are morphisms of  
graphs of groups (i.e., the restriction of such a morphism to a vertex group has its 
image in a vertex group and the restriction to an edge group takes its image in an 
edge group). 
Clearly, results established for graph of groups structures of finite type and func- 
tors which commute with direct limits may be expected to extend to graph of 
groups structures of approximately finite type. In particular, observe that the pro- 
jective class group Who(-),  the Whitehead group Whl ( -  ), and the L-groups 
L , (Z - ;  w) (w e Hom(- ,  77/2)) are defined for arbitrary groups and commute with 
direct limits. (For Who and Wh 1 this follows from their descriptions as sets of 
stable equivalence classes of matrices. For the L-groups we take Ranicki's construc- 
tion [9] of algebraic L-theory in terms of algebraic obordism classes of finite Poin- 
car6 complexes of finitely generated projective modules as our definition of the 
L-groups; from this point of view the claim is not hard.) 
Recall that Mayer-Vietoris equences are consequences of excision theorems. 
Two cases arise in combinatorial group theory. 
Case A. In the L-theory of a free product with amalgamations 
z~ =A *c B, 
alias the fundamental group of the graph of groups 
Ao "-B 
C 
one must consider the triad of groups (a pushout diagram) 
C 'B  
q~ 
A )7[ 
and excision holds for the functor L ,  applied to the groups appearing in this triad 
if and only if L , ( tb )= 0. 
Case B. In the L-theory of an HNN construction 
7[=A *c , 
also known as the fundamental group of the graph of groups 
A©c 
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one must consider the triad of groupoids (another pushout diagram) 
CllC ~C 
°1 
A ~Tt 
and again excision holds if and only if L . (~)= 0. 
The Mayer-Vietoris equences found by Cappell are consequences of geometric 
theorems he found which stand as a climax to earlier work by Browder-Levine, Far- 
rell, Farrell-Hsiang, Novikov, Stailings, Waldhausen, Wall, and others. The pro- 
blem of "splitting a manifold along a codimension-one submanifold" is a problem 
of realizing algebraic data in the topology of a given manifold. Suppose that we are 
given a simple homotopy equivalence f : M n ~X n of smooth, compact manifolds 
where X n has a smoothly imbedded codimension-one compact submanifold yn-1 
such that the normal bundle vx(Y ) is trivial ("Y is two-sided"): can we deform 
f to  a homotopic map g: (M,N)~(X, Y) so that g is transverse to Y, N=g-l(Y),  
and g[N:N--* Y is also a simple homotopy equivalence? (Further hypotheses are 
needed if M and X have non-empty boundaries. It is also usually necessary to 
assume that rtlY--'rtlX is monic.) The answer to this question is often "No"; the 
obstructions to splitting (assuming r t lY~rqX is monic) have been identified and 
are sometimes non-trivial. (The problem may be posed in the PL or topological 
categories as well - the same difficulties appear.) 
Wall [15, Section 11] defines an L-group LSn_ 1(O) and shows it is the group of 
splitting obstructions. (Here O is the triad of fundamental groupoids obtained from 
the triad of spaces (X, normal disk bundle over Y, complement of normal disk bun- 
dle over Y; normal sphere bundle over Y), we assume that n >_ 6, and we do not need 
to assume that 7r 1Y--*nIX is monic.) Wall [15, pp. 136 and 138] then shows that 
there are natural isomorphisms 
LS._ 1(0)= Ln+ 1(0)~- Ln+ l(qJ ), 
relating the splitting problem to the question of excision. Wall argues geometrically 
with compact manifolds to establish these results; Ranicki [9, Sections 7.5 and 7.6] 
discusses these matters and gives arguments which are partly algebraic and partly 
inspirted by Wall's methods. The main result of the present section is a substitute 
for Ranicki's promised purely algebraic treatment of splitting obstructions (Ranicki 
[11 ] of [9]). 
Cappell analyzed splitting problems geometrically to give another description of 
the obstructions. His work gives an isomorphism (see [1,2], and Section 7.6 of [9]) 
LS  n _ 1(O)~/@n(7//2; I)(~) UNiln + ~(~) 
where/-)* denotes Tate cohomology, I is given as a kernel: 
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_ i t  Case A: I -Ker ( ( i2 ) 'Wh l (C)~Whl (A) (~Whl (B) ) ,  
Case B: I=ker(il - i  2 : Whl(C)~Whi(A)) ,  
where 7//2 acts on I via the conjugation in 7/n, and where UNil, is an exotic L-group 
defined by Cappell. The resulting identification 
L,,+ ~(~) ~/-~"(7//2; I) (~ UNiI,, + ~(qJ) 
is natural. Cappell found that UNi l . (~) vanishes if the graph of groups decomposi- 
tion of rr corresponding to • is 'square-root closed', i.e., if xe  zr and x 2 e C implies 
x e C (so all the square-roots in rc of elements of C lie in C). To date, this is the 
only general sufficient condition for the vanishing of this important obstruction 
group. 
Since Cappell's direct sum decomposition of L,,+ ~(~) is established by geometric 
arguments with compact manifolds, this decomposition does not hold autoimatically 
for triads • in which one or more of the subgroups is not finitely presented. 
However Cappell's decomposition is natural and the functors involved commute 
with direct limits (including UNil. - see [1] or [9] for the definition of UNil.), so 
the following result is easily obtained: 
Lemma 1.1. Let q~ be a triad of  approximately finite type. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism 
Ln + ~(~ )~- I21n(7//2; I) G UNiln + 1(¢ ~), 
where I is the appropriate kernel as defined above. [] 
Note also that Cappell's result that UNil, vanished for a square-root closed graph 
of groups may be proved algebraically [1, p. 1118], so this result is valid without 
finite-presentation hypotheses on the groups A, B, C. 
The application in this paper of Lemma I. 1 involves the following sort of struc- 
ture of approximately finite type: 
Lemma 1.2. Let (G, ~g ) be a graph o f  groups o f  finite type and suppose that the 
graph G has the homotopy type o f  an r-leaved rose. 
(a) There is an epimorphism f : ~z=rq(G, (g)~Fr, where F r is the free group on 
r generators. Let K = ker(f). Then f induces a graph of  groups structure (H, o~') for  
n such that H is a graph with one vertex v and r edges e~,..., er, and such that 
o~'(o) ~. K and o~'(ej) = K ( j  = 1, 2,. . . ,  r). 
(b) This induced graph of  groups structure (H, o~') for  rt is o f  approximately 
finite type. 
Proof. The epimorphism f is induced by the morphism (G, @ ) ~ (G, @') of graphs 
of groups, where @' assigns the trivial group to each vertex or edge of the graph 
G and the induced map on G is the identity. Alternatively, following the topological 
version of Serre's theory found in [10] and [13], build a K(Tt, 1)=K(G, @ )=: X ac- 
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cording to the data of (G, ~ ) and let R:K(G, ~g )~ G be the canonical retraction; 
then f= R# is the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups. 
Recall that if g : F~ nl (H, o~t '') is a homomorphism of groups, then F inherits a 
graph of groups structure (H, ~e), where o~(-)=g- l (~'t"( - ) ) .  (This is readily seen 
via Serre's dictionary: graph of groups structures on a group F correspond bijective- 
ly to actions of F on trees. If g: F~nI (H ,~") ,  then composing with g gives an ac- 
tion of F on the tree acted on by nl(H,o~').) In the present case, take H to be a 
graph with one vertex and r edges and let 3¢" assign the trivial group to each edge 
or vertex, so hi(H, ,9~') -~Fr. We have f :  n~nl(H,  ~ ' ) ,  inducing a graph of groups 
structure for n with graph H and with ,-~¢g(o)=f-l(o~'(o))= K for the vertex o and 
with o'g(e)=f-l(~'(e))=K for each edge e, just as described in the statement of 
the lemma. 
This structure (H, oI¢g) for n describes n as the result of r HNN constructions, 
beginning with K. It is convenient to think of K as a fundamental group. Let X'  
denote the covering space of X= K(G, ~g ) corresponding to the kernel of f ,  so that 
K= ~1X'. X '  may also be described as the pullback in this diagram: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J, R 
X ,H  
where H is the universal cover of H= wedge of r circles. From this point of view, 
since H has a fundamental domain for the covering action of Fr consisting of one 
vertex o and r open edges meeting o, X'  has a fundamental domain X 0 for the 
covering action of Fr on X'. X0 consists of one copy of the vertex space 
K(o)=K(~(o), 1) and r edge spaces K(~(ei), 1)× (0, 1). The r HNN extensions of K 
leading to n may be realized topologically by r attachments of copies of X '  × [0, 1] 
to X', where X '×{0}-- ,X '  is attached via first-coordinate projection and 
X'× { 1 } gi, X'  is a map inducing in the fundamental group the appropriate auto- 
morphism of the kernel K. We may take these maps g/inducing automorphisms to 
be generators of the group of covering transformations for X'--,X. Let X"= 
X'U [..Jix'x [0,1], with attachments as above, so that n=n~X". 
X'  is an increasing union of finite, connected unions of copies of the fundamental 
domain X0. Let Y be the closure of such a finite, connected union Of copies of X0 
(corresponding to a finite subtree of H). Y is then a CW-complex with finite 
2-skeleton, since (G, ~) was of finite type, and there is a larger such finite, con- 
nected union of copies of X0, say Yl, such that gl(Y),g2(Y), ... ,gr(Y) all lie in Y1. 
Let Z = Y113 Ui Y× [0,1], where the subspaces Yx {0} ~ YI by the inclusion map 
and the subspaces Y× {1} --, YI by gi [Yx{l}. Then Z is a subcomplex of X", Z has 
finite 2-skeleton, rtlZ has a graph of groups structure over the graph H, and 
zt~Z---,zh(X") respects the two graph of groups structures over H. Since X" is an 
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increasing union of such subspaces Z, we have n~ n~X"= limz dir rqZ, showing 
that (H, at ~) is of approximately finite type. [] 
2. Review o f  some surgery 
The long exact sequence of surgery due to Sullivan and Wall may be re-expressed 
in homotopy-theoretic terms, giving a long exact sequence of groups for any CW- 
complex X: 
17, 
• . . - .Se .+ I (X ,w) - ,H . (X ;Lo ,  w) 
This is due essentially to Quinn [7] and has been expounded and amplified more 
recently by Nicas [5] and Ranicki [9]. Here L 0 is an O-spectrum whose 0-th space 
is homotopy equivalent to the classifying space G/TOP for topological surgery, 
w: n~X-,Z/2 is an orientation class, the homology groups H,(X; L0, w) are the 
w-twisted homology groups of X with L 0 coefficients, L,(7/It 1 X, W) are the surgery 
groups (for surgery up to simple homotopy) defined by Wall, and the intermediate 
groups and the long exact sequences are defined with respect o an 'assembly map' 
of spectra 
a 
X+ A Lo---*Lo(ltlX, w) 
Z/2 
from the twisted smash product of L 0 with the suspension spectrum of X plus a 
disjoint basepoint to a connective f2-spectrum L0(~z I X, w) whose homotopy groups 
agree with the surgery groups of (lqX, w). The exact sequence and intermediate 
groups appear on taking the exact sequence in homotopy of this map iT: define 
~.(X, w)= ~.(mapping cofiber of a). These intermediate groups are sometimes call- 
ed the 'quadratic ~-groups' or the 'unitary Whitehead groups'; the main result of 
this aspect of surgery theory holds that 
(a) if X is a compact n-dimensional topological manifold with boundary Y, then 
~'~n+ I(X) '~'SToP( X,  Y) is identified with the structure set of topological surgery 
(here w is the first Stiefel-Whitney class), and 
(b) the long exact sequence above may be identified with the Sullivan-Wall se- 
quence if X is a compact manifold. See [5] and [9] for details. 
The K-theoretic analogue of the surgery homomorphism 
Hn(K(~z, 1); L o, w)~Ln(7/~, w) 
is the Loday homomorphism 
2 :Hn(K(r~, 1); K )~ Kn(Zr0, 
whence the terminology 'unitary Whitehead groups'. In both K- and L-theory the 
intermediate groups Sj or Why measure the difference between a functor and a 
related homology functor. In particular, if these intermediate groups vanish for all 
the members of a class of groups closed under free products with amalgamation a d 
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HNN constructions, then L-theory is identified with a homology theory on this class 
of groups, implying that L-theory satisfies excision in this class of groups and so 
the splitting obstruction groups vanish. Conversely, if the splitting obstructions 
vanish on such a class of groups, then Mayer-Vietoris equences make inductive 
computations for S¢.(-) and L . ( - )  possible. (Cappell uses such an argument in [4].) 
Vanishing theorems uch as [4,6, 12] are of geometric interest: the strongest form 
of the 'Novikov conjecture' asserts that ~,+~(X) should be zero if X is a closed, 
n-dimensional, aspherical manifold. 
3. Graphs of free abelian groups 
Lemma 3.1. I f  It = Itl(G, ~)  is the fundamental group of  a finite tree of finitely 
generated free abelian groups, then there is an epimorphism f" n ~A from n to a 
finitely generated free abelian group A such that f l  ~g(o) is injective for each vertex 
oo fG.  
Proof. Consider the computation of/-/1 (n) = H 1 (n; Z) = It/[n, n], performed by in- 
duction on the number of vertices in G with the aid of the Mayer-Vietoris equence. 
If G has one vertex o, then It = ~(o) is free abelian and the abelianization homo- 
morphism n~Hl( it)  is an isomorphism. 
For our induction hypothesis we assume that if G possesses fewer than n vertices, 
then the abelianization homomorphism hi(G, ~g)~Hl(nl(G, ~)) is injective on 
vertex subgroups ~(o). Suppose that G is a tree with n vertices. Since G is a finite 
tree, G possesses a vertex o0 which meets only one edge e of G ("% is a terminal 
vertex"). The graph of groups (G 0, g0) obtained by deleting v 0 and e from G and 
by restricting ~ to Go has n -  1 vertices, so no := ~Zl(Go, (~o) satisfies the induction 
hypothesis. Since It = no*~te) ~(Oo), we have this fragment of the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence: 
(il, i0) 
' H 1 ( ~ (e)) , H l (/to) t~) H 1 ( ~ (Oo)) 
~(e) ~(o0) 
where i l,to,jl,j o are homomorphisms induced by 
- J l  +Jo 
' H l (It) 
inclusions. Our induction 
hypothesis implies that i~ and i 0 are both monic, which further implies that 
and 
({0} GHI(@(Oo))) n ker(- j l  +jo) = {0} 
(H~(no) O {0}) f) ker(- j l  +jo)= {0}. 
Therefore the vertex group ~(u0) injects to Hi(it) and the vertex groups of 
(Go, fg0) also inject to HI(it). Since all these vertex groups are torsion-free, they ac- 
tually inject to H1(n)/torsion, and the lemma is proved by induction. [] 
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Recall that Waldhausen's work [14] shows that all the Whitehead groups 
Whj0z)=0 (j_>0) if n is the fundamental group of a finite graph of finitely 
generated free abelian groups. On taking direct limits this vanishing result extends 
to arbitrary locally finite graphs of finitely generated free abelian groups. For the 
present paper the vanishing of these Whitehead groups has the following implica- 
tion: the splitting obstruction groups L , (~)  we will encounter are isomorphic to 
UNi l , (~) ,  since the other summand in Cappell's decomposition must vanish. 
Proposition 3.2. I f  n = nl(G, ~g) is the fundamental group of  a finite tree of  free 
abelian groups and w:r~---,Z/2, then all the unitary Whitehead groups 
Se,(K(n, 1), w) = O. 
Proof. The lemma above describes rr as an extension 
f K--, ~z ,, (Coo) m, 
where C~ denotes the infinite cyclic group. Let T be the tree n acts on via the 
graph of groups structure (G, ~). The subgroup K acts on the same tree T, but each 
vertex stabilizer K o or edge stabilizer Ke for this action is trivial: K o =Ktq rt o is the 
intersection of K with some conjugate of a ~(o') (o e T, o 'e G), and we know that 
f l is monic. Since ~g(e)< ~(o) if e meets o, this argument applies to the edges 
as well. Therefore K acts freely on the tree T, so K is a free group (not necessarily 
finitely generated). Cappell's splitting theorems and (perhaps) a direct limit argu- 
ment show that Se,(K(K, 1))=0. Ranicki's analysis of the L-theory of twisted 
Laurent extensions [8] gives a Mayer-Vietoris equence in the L-groups for an exten- 
sion J>~ C~; this Mayer-Vietoris sequence fits together with the homomology 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence for H,(K(J>~ C~, 1); L 0, w) via the surgery homomor- 
phism tr,. If the unitary Whitehead groups of J vanish, then the Five Lemma ap- 
plied to this ladder of Mayer-Vietoris equences shows that the unitary Whitehead 
groups of J>~ Coo also vanish. (See [12] for a similar argument in more detail.) 
Apply this argument m times, with J= K, K >4 C~,...  to obtain the conclusion. [] 
Note that we used Ranicki's version of the Mayer-Vietoris equence for the L- 
theory of twisted Laurent extensions because it needs no finite-presentation hypo- 
theses on the subgroup J of J >~ C~. 
Corollary 3.3. I f  ~z=lq(G, ~g) is the fundamental group of  an infinite (locally 
finite) tree of  finitely generated free abelian groups, then the unitary Whitehead 
groups Sa,(K(rt, 1)) = 0. 
Proof. Take a direct limit over finite subtrees of G, using Proposition 3.2. [] 
Theorem 3.4. I f  n = ltl(G, ~g) is the fundamental group of  a locally finite graph of  
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finitely generated free abelian groups, then the unitary Whitehead groups 
Se,(K(rt, 1)) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that G is a finite graph; the infinite case follows by taking direct 
limits. 
The finite graph G has the homotopy type of an r-leaved rose, for some r. If r = 0, 
then G is a tree and we invoke Proposition 3.2. Otherwise there is an epimorphism 
f :  rc--,Fr=free group on generators g~,...,gr, corresponding to the canonical 
retraction K(G, ~g)--*G, as in Lemma 1.2. Consider the induced graph of groups 
structure (H, ~)  for n, as in that lemma. H is  the graphwith one vertex and r edges 
and each vertex or edge group is isomorphic to the kernel K of f .  This kernel K is 
the fundamental group of the graph of groups corresponding to the universal cover 
of the graph G (as in the proof of Lemma 1.2), so in our case K is the fundamental 
group of an infinite tree of finitely generated free abelian groups. Proposition 3.2 
and Corollary 3.3 show that Sa,(K(K, 1))= 0. Now ~r is obtained from K by r HNN 
constructions (following the graph H), and each of these constructions uses K for 
both ends of the amalgamation; since K= ker( f :  rt ~Fr) and the free group Fr is 
torsion-free, K is square-root closed in ~z. Therefore Lemma 1.1 and the remark 
following that lemma apply, since Lemma 1.2 shows that (H, o~e) is of approximate- 
ly finite type, and excision holds for each of these HNN constructions. As in the 
proof of Proposition 3.2, the Five Lemma applied to the resulting ladders of 
Mayer-Vietoris equences shows that Se,(K(n, L))= 0. [] 
Corollary 3.5. Let rt=rtl(G, ~) be the fundamental group of  a finite graph of 
finitely generated free abelian groups. To each edge of G there is associated a split- 
ting q5 of  n as a free product with amalgamations or as an HNN construction. Each 
of  the groups UNiI , (~) corresponding to such a splitting vanishes. 
Proof. The theorem shows that the surgery map gives an isomorphism between the 
homology theory H , ( -  ; L0, w) and the L-groups for such groups re. Therefore the 
L-groups have the excision property on this class of groups re, implying that the 
obstruction groups L . (~)  vanish, whence UNil.(q~)=0. [] 
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